
BRIAR CHAPEL HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION 

COMMUNICATION COMMITTEE 

TUESDAY, MARCH 8TH, 2022 

SUBMITTED BY LOIS SOBEL, SECRETARY 

 

Attendees: Bob Lijana, Mary O’Loughlin, Tony Durniak, John Hakel, Pam Reda, Michael 

Cunningham; Erin and Jeremy representing Kuester . 

 

Tony gave the following report regarding the website: we have seen the opening page and the 

second page for sign in and approved the pages as written with adjustments to the drop down 

menu. The committee has to decide what “buttons” we want on both pages. It was also discussed 

what we want the resident or nonresident to see on the site. The following is a sample of what 

will be included-pool  information, calendar, resource center, search feature, directory, 

newsletter requests, and utilities provided.  The utilities list may be needed/used by real estate 

people, per Michael. 

 

The pool system was again discussed and Tyler had promised Liz that he would help maintain it. 

Jeremy noted that they are looking into Planyo and Appointedd. Both can be integrated onto the 

website. This system can also be used for other amenity sign up such as the gym and the courts. 

 

It was noted that we needed help in transferring the information from Association Voice to our 

site. Bob had talked to a VP who said that all materials were backed up and maybe they would 

download them for us for a fee.  Bob is waiting to hear about this as it would expedite the 

website going live. Next Thursday, we are meeting with AndiSites and should get information on 

how to get onto the site and "play around". Tony discussed the directory and noted that the work 

number can be eliminated in the directory.  Bob said that he would get in touch with Grant to get 

his perspective, also.  

 

Erin noted that all programs have a consent form with an emergency number (rather than trying 

to put one in the directory, and then access it when needed). 

 

Lois and Erin are working on the new welcome packet.. 

 

Jeremy noted that a home services coordinator has been hired to work 9-3 each day so that the 

residents can have direct contact with a staff person instead of the Kuester system. Her name is 

Lexa and is Jeremy's Mom. Her main task will be to handle and route all phone calls during that 

time.  Jeremy said that they handled about 800 homeowner requests last month, and had an 

average time to respond to the homeowner of about 8 hours.  Jeremy said that he will inform the 

community of the new hir. 

 

We want all directives written to  BriarChapel@BriarChapelLife.com (rather than using the 

Kuester address) for consistency and “comfort.”  Jeremy said that this is fine, and that Kuester 

would still be able to track the usage. 

 

John had suggested trying to do podcasts regarding the community and area as he had done 

in  California. Pam offered to work with him. Michael felt it would be a welcome addition to the 
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BC communication diversity. John thought the expense would not be more than $4000 for 

equipment, etc. This would open a wealth of opportunities for us. Bob will send us a sample of 

John’s work. 

 

Lois will represent the committee at the next board meeting and will give the report and prepare 

the brief notes. 

 

Next meeting is currently scheduled for Thursday, March 24th. 

  

 
 


